
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
Interest rates: The U.S. Federal Reserve (FED) recently raised interest rates again, and the Bank of Canada (BOC) is likely 

to follow suit this month (October 24).  Over much of the last five years we have used the term “lower, slower, longer” to 

explain our belief that interest rates would remain lower for longer than expected.  The inflection from 35 years of declining 

interest rates to a period of low rates and eventually a rising interest rate environment was expected to be stubbornly slow.  

This turned out to be true.  But now the rate hike path for the Fed is set and bond investors are beginning to feel the pain as 

firstly 2-year, then 5-year, and now 10-year bond yields rose (prices fell) in waves.  This is important to mortgage holders 

since mortgage rates are tied to 5- and 10-year bond yields.  We believe the Fed will continue to raise rates to higher levels 

and for a longer period than the “the market” thinks.  Eventually this will lead, as it always does, to the next recession. 

There are no signs of a resultant recession before 2020, perhaps longer. 

Trade Wars:  The U.S. trade skirmish with Canada and Mexico should be over and now awaits only government 

approvals.  Both Canada and the U.S. claim major victories.  Of course trade between Canada and the U.S. was already 

“balanced” and outside of “soft” items (important but not of dollar consequence) U.S. farmers won the right to sell dairy 

products into Canada to the tune of $70 million (estimated).  This seems insignificant in a trade relationship of $325+/- 

BILLION each side, each year.  It’s politics! 

The now full blown trade war with China is another matter.  Tariffs are impacting the cost of goods in the U.S. and the 

savings rate there should begin to slide, boost spending and help satisfy years of pent up demand.  Increasing wage growth 

should offset some of the pain.  Trump now needs another scapegoat, and it’s China.  IF this trade war becomes much 

worse, the geopolitical discord will hurt all parties.  Further conflict with Iran would worsen the situation. 

Oil Prices: Since the end of the commodity super-cycle in 2014, and the collapse in commodity prices, there has 

been a steady recovery in the price of oil along with improvement in global growth. Without an event, this should continue.  

Trumps’ aggressive style may, however, cause deterioration in geopolitics globally, but importantly with Iran.  If a dispute 

with Iran worsens and spills into an Iran/Iraq confrontation, oil could trade materially higher, even in the face of increasing 

production and export from the U.S.  Over the past 40 years, every recession in the U.S. has been preceded by a spike in oil 

prices.  Even though we think such a large spike is an unlikely event, it remains a possibility. In Canada oil has lagged the rise 

in global oil prices with Western Canada Select priced at a $40 discount to West Texas oil.   

Elections: U.S. midterm elections in November may change the balance of power in the House, likely not in the 

Senate.  This will alter politics (and rhetoric!) but should have only a modest effect on investment markets. 

 Stock Markets: Year to date 2018, the U.S. market has shown very strong growth (9.6% in CAD terms).  Canada and the 

rest of the developed world, EAFE (Europe, Australasia, Far East), has gone nowhere.  Emerging markets have declined 

badly (est. -14%).  The Nikkei (Japan) has surged above the zero return point, but only in the last month.  U.S. markets are 

expensive!  Canadian markets not so much.  European and Japanese markets are cheaper and should take leadership in the 

late market cycle into and post the next recession. 

FANGMA (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, “Google”, Microsoft and Apple) have been the underlying source of performance in 

the U.S. but all is not as it first appears!  Consider: 

 



 
 

 

 2018 YTD to June 30 FANGMA contributed 98% of the S&P500 index return!  That means the other 494 of the S&P 

500 stocks combined did virtually nothing! 

 2018 YTD to June 30 FANGMA contributed 105% of the top 100 NASDAQ index return.  That means that the other 

94 of the top 100 NASDAQ stocks combined generated a negative return! 

 These stocks are expensive and, as we write Monday October 8, are under significant price pressure as the U.S. 10-

year Treasury bond yield surges; stories about China spy chips hit the news; congress questions their data privacy 

policies; and more.   These are great companies but expensive. 

Absolute Returns:       “Predicting the future may be a fools game but that’s the business we’re in” – Worth Allaye-Chan. 

As with every economic cycle, a recession will eventually come, but current economic strength is still solid.  It will, as 

always, be forecasted by a stock market decline.  Our focus on absolute return has impacted total returns due to a more 

defensive positioning (cash, short term bonds, stocks that are more in the value camp).  So called defense should work out 

very well come the next large decline. We compete with other managers for the opportunity to manage money and are 

cognizant that a balanced portfolio could lose 20% – 25% in the next market downturn.  In this new rising rate environment, 

many investors are ill prepared for the low or even negative performance contribution from bonds. 

$10,000 in a balanced portfolio can easily decline to $7,500 -$8,000 in a bear market environment.  If post-recession 

balanced portfolio returns are in fact 6% p.a., it will take four to five years just to get back to the $10,000 pre-recession 

value.  We are therefore, also focused on absolute returns, not losing the money.  The trick, of course, is not to pull the 

trigger too far in advance, or too late.  On a current sobering note, the benchmark for a typical global balanced portfolio has 

returned only about 2% year to date September 30! 

Roadmap Going Forward:  No doubt information and data will change and so will the roadmap, but for now: 

Short term 

 Stock markets may have a soft decline (5% – 10%) somewhere in the near term. 

 Emerging markets would fare worse. 

 Subsequently, markets should rally into the next recession, led by oversold emerging markets. 

 Bond yields will consolidate somewhat but rise into the next recession.  Bonds will perform poorly. 

 Bonds will perform better during the market downturn / recession. 

Mid to longer term 

 5-and 10-year bond yields will likely rise significantly in the subsequent 10 years.  Mortgage rates will follow. 

 Post-recession, stock markets should rally strongly, led by emerging markets, Japan and Europe. 

 Post-recession, the USD is expected to fall long term against most currencies…. 

 And so commodity prices will rise significantly.    

Stay tuned. 
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